
Enquire simplifies the digitisation of complex business processes using 
configurable forms, user roles, and steps. Supported by emails and alerts, 
status updates and logic steps to accept, reject or request amendments 
to external submissions.

Next Gen workflows upgrade these processes with the addition 
of internal and external comments for improved collaboration and 
stakeholder engagement, document management enhancements and a 
greater degree of auditability. 

Enquire’s workflows are a powerful and flexible tool to digitise your 
business processes across the funding and outcome reporting lifecycle. 
With options to automate, bulk action and schedule processes, workflows 
streamline tasks and enable greater collaboration in every project.

How our clients use workflows

Configurable workflows for flexible business processes

Powering you to do good, better
www.tactiv.net

Enquire’s Workflow Capabilities

What are workflows?

Next Gen workflows

How they work

Negotiations, Appeals 
and Application 

Updates

Reviews, 
Assessments, Client 

Check-Ins

Progress Reports, 
Project Acquittals, 

Payment Processing

Try Next Gen workflows today for free
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Full lifecycle 
management software
Enquire connects your organisation with 
individuals, groups and organisations in a user 
centric approach providing a:
• digitally-enabled
• responsive
• easy to use
• accessible online system
• with bilingual forms

that links funding, investments and program 
objectives to outcomes.

Admin

Powering you to do good, better
www.tactiv.net

The Next Gen workflow advantage

Read more about Next Gen workflows here

Workflows mapped to your 
unique processes 

Enquire allows you to 
exercise complete control 
over your grant business 
processes, with flexible 

configuration. 

Eliminate ambiguity in your 
grant audits

Data capture is automatic, 
with time stamps and 

audit logs mapped to user-
based roles that ensure 

accountability. 

Keeping teams focused and 
on mission 

Integrated with in-system 
notifications and alerts, 

comments, and tags, 
Enquire’s workflows make 

collaboration easy and 
auditable.

Enquire’s Workflow Capabilities
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